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Insurance Coverage for
Digital Assets: Mitigating
Losses in Cryptocurrency and
Non‑Fungible Token Markets
Scott DeVries, Jessica Cohen-Nowak, and Adriana Perez*
Abstract: Companies and individuals are riding the ups and
downs of cryptocurrency and NFTs—with losses and swings in
the billions of dollars—but digital assets are not going away.
The risk of loss in certain categories may be mitigated by
insurance, whether provided by tailored policies and/or under
policies designed specifically for digital asset owners. Those
with exposure to the digital asset sector should be attuned to
the emerging marketplace for such insurance products. While
it is early days for NFT-specific coverage, the rise of cryptocurrency has created a substantial marketplace for crypto
coverage. Insurers are becoming increasingly able to model
and assess risk, so more products are coming to market. That
said, digital asset holders need to be able to select coverage
that best suits their needs. In this article, the authors discuss
the history and status of coverage for digital assets to assist
readers in exploring how they might use insurance to mitigate
risk in this emerging and rocky sector of global finance.
Crypto markets are experiencing the greatest crash in their
history to date. The value of a Bitcoin has plummeted 70% from
its peak and Ethereum has fallen 77%. Since last November, the
value of cryptocurrency tokens has lost $2 billion in value.1 As
noted financial publication Barron’s put it: “Crypto is having a
‘Lehman moment,’ a shattering of confidence triggered by plung‑
ing asset prices, liquidity freezing up, and billions of dollars wiped
out in a few scary weeks.”2 Cryptocurrency companies are halting
Journal of Emerging Issues in Litigation / Fall 2022, Vol. 2, No. 4, pp. 255–276.
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withdrawals and transfers, platforms are seizing up, and regulators
are circling.3
The devastation has not been limited to the coins themselves.
Non-fungible token (NFT) sales have reduced by 90% since Septem‑
ber 2021.4 The New York Times reported that Opensea.io (OpenSea),
an NFT marketplace that receives 2.5% share of the proceeds for
each NFT sale, has been plagued by “a surge of plagiarism, as sell‑
ers convert traditional artwork into NFTs and then list the images
for sale without compensating the original creator.”5 For example,
DeviantArt, an artist collective that scans OpenSea for copyright
infringement of the work of its artists, found 290,000 instances of
unauthorized NFTs copying its artists’ works.6 While infringing
listings can be deleted in response to takedown requests filed by
the artist, buyers of counterfeit NFTs are rarely given a refund.
Against this backdrop, the issue of whether there may be claims
associated with cryptocurrency and NFTs is far from a theoretical or
esoteric thought exercise. It is very real. And when there are claims,
businesses and investors doubtless will look to their insurers.
A business or home is devastated by a wildfire. Property insur‑
ance is available up to limits. A home is broken into, and art and
jewelry are stolen. Crime/specie insurance is available.
But what about new age assets? What about cryptocurrency?
What about NFTs? These obviously are not immune from theft by
hackers. In 2021, hackers stole at least $3.2 billion in cryptocur‑
rency with schemes short of outright theft accounting for another
$7.8 billion.7 In the first four months of 2022, NFT hacks accounted
for $52 million in losses, an almost eight-fold increase from 2021.8
There typically is a significant time lag between the develop‑
ment of a product and the availability of product-specific insur‑
ance. This general proposition applies with equal force here. Over
the course of a decade, the marketplace for cryptocurrency has
increased from zero to an estimated $250 billion. However, only
$6 billion in insurance coverage is currently available. It would
be a gross understatement to say that there is a truly remarkable
imbalance between market value and insurance capacity.
Although NFTs have been around for the better part of a
decade, it was only during the past two years that the marketplace
has grown to upward of $41 billion.9 In addition to its newness,
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NFTs pose additional risks for insurers, including questions of
ownership, authenticity, and the valuation of a truly “unique” asset.
Consequently, availability of insurance coverage for NFTs is even
further behind.
Given the rapid rate at which the digital asset field is developing,
and claims are emerging, and the insurance industry’s attempts to
specifically address coverage for these losses and claims, anything
written on this topic will, at least in part, be outdated by the time
it is published. The objective of this article is to educate the reader
on the history and status of the field, enabling them to ask the
questions they need to ask, and to procure the coverage they need
if available now or in coming months.

Key Cryptocurrency/NFT Terminology
Like many areas, the field of digital assets has its own jargon.
A brief refresher follows.
■ What is blockchain? A blockchain is a decentralized,
publicly distributed, digital ledger consisting of records
called “blocks” that are used to record transactions.
■ What is cryptocurrency? A cryptocurrency is a digital
form of money. Unlike physical money, cryptocurrencies
are not created, regulated, or issued by governments or
other financial institutions (i.e., The Federal Reserve).
Instead, they are created and secured online through
“cryptographic” algorithms with a decentralized network
of computers validating and maintaining the transactions.
Bitcoin is the biggest and most well known while others
have emerged like Ethereum.
■ What is a cryptocurrency exchange? An exchange is a
digital marketplace where cryptocurrencies can be traded.
Different exchanges have different options and features.
■ What is an NFT? An NFT, or non-fungible token, is a
non-interchangeable or unique and authenticated unit
of data stored on a blockchain. Types of NFT data units
may be associated with digital files such as images of art,
photos, music, film, and games.
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■ What is a wallet? Digital assets may be secured offline or
online. Storage offline on a piece of hardware akin to a
USB drive is referred to as a “cold wallet.” In contrast, a
“hot wallet” is maintained in a digital form online. Like
a PIN number at a bank account, a hot wallet is accessed
through a private digital key.

Who Can Incur Losses Associated With Digital
Assets?
Who can incur losses associated with cryptocurrency or digital
assets? The real question is who uses them.
Among the most obvious users would be exchanges in which
cryptocurrency is traded. It has been reported that the largest insur‑
ance market in the cryptocurrency industry consists of exchanges
that insure against thefts from cryptocurrency hackers. Among
the more prominent exchanges are Coinbase, Crypto.com, and
Gemini. Similarly obvious are the third-party custodians that store
cryptocurrency and other forms of digital assets on consumers
behalf such as BNY Mellon Crypto Currency or Fidelity Digital
Assets. They provide safekeeping of digital assets, including keys,
and ensure accessibility.
However, usage is far more expansive with the penetration of
cryptocurrency and digital assets into the economy expanding in
an almost parabolic manner since its inception. A 2020 survey
released by HSB reports that “[a]t least one-third of U.S. small and
medium-sized businesses accept cryptocurrency as payment for
goods and services…with newer companies up to twice as likely
to trade in digital credits.”10 The survey adds that 59% of the com‑
panies that accept cryptocurrency also purchased it for their own
use.11 Deloitte reported by late 2020, more than 2,300 businesses
in the United States accepted bitcoin.12
And market penetration is not limited to businesses. While a
2015 Pew Research Center survey reflected that 1% of the popu‑
lation “collected, traded or used” cryptocurrency, a survey con‑
ducted six years later in September 2021 found the percentage had
increased to 16%.13 Given the demographic tilt of users with higher
usage among younger adults (e.g., 31% of all adults between 18 and
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29) reported in the survey, adult usage can be expected to continue
to increase over time. This is all the more so given the increasing
levels of mainstream and web-based advertising featuring person‑
alities like Matt Damon (crypto.com) and Stephen Curry (FTX).

Potential Risks of Loss and Liability Related to
Digital Assets
The risk of loss or liability associated with digital assets presents
in many ways.
Like stock trading, crypto-based asset investments risk a loss
due to price fluctuation and market crashes. Loss due to price
fluctuation will affect any individual or company that buys, sells,
accepts, or relies on cryptocurrency in any form. It also affects the
value of NFTs that were previously sold at a significantly higher
exchange rate.
However, the digital asset context also presents some very
different forms of loss and liability. Loss on both small and large
scales occurs frequently through hacking thefts. Relatedly, cryp‑
tocurrency exchange or wallet-security software companies are
beginning to face liability for their failure to protect users from
(or quickly react to) hackers. Unsurprisingly, it has been reported
that the largest insurance market in the cryptocurrency industry
consists of exchanges that insure against hackers. However, the type
of hack may affect whether the hacking victim has any recourse
against the exchange or access to insurance.
Particularly as respects NFTs, a large portion of the recent litiga‑
tion (and liability) in this industry concerns claims of intellectual
property infringement.
These and other claims associated with digital assets may be
covered under traditional and/or new insurance products—subjects
addressed in the following sections.

Traditional Insurance Products and Issues
In the early years of cryptocurrency, there were no cryptospecific insurance coverages. Instead, policyholders sustaining
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losses were left to try to access coverage under traditional insur‑
ance policies such as:
■ Directors and officers (D&O) policies (breach of duty,
securities violation, regulatory investigation).
■ Commercial crime policies: “[T]ypically provides several
different types of crime coverage, such as: employee
dishonesty coverage; forgery or alteration coverage;
computer fraud coverage; funds transfer fraud cover‑
age; kidnap, ransom, or extortion coverage; money and
securities coverage; and money orders and counterfeit
money coverage.”14
■ Specie policies (endorsement to a crime policy covering
specifically scheduled high-value assets like fine art and
jewelry).
■ Cyber policies: While there is much variance among these
policies, they typically cover ancillary costs, notification
of breach, resolution of identity theft issues, recovery of
lost or compromised data, network interruption, respond‑
ing to cyber-extortion, repair of computer systems, and
sometimes business loss. They generally do not compen‑
sate for stolen assets.15
■ Errors and omissions policies: Typically “protects the
insured against liability for committing an error or
omission in performance of professional duties. Gener‑
ally, such policies are designed to cover financial losses
rather than liability for bodily injury (BI) and property
damage (PD).”16
■ First-party policies: Insurance applying to the policy‑
holder’s own property (e.g., home insurance).
■ Third-party (otherwise referred to as commercial general
liability) policies: Insurance applying to claims made
against the insured by third parties. This coverage often
contains a duty to defend the policyholder from thirdparty claims as well as a duty to indemnify the policy‑
holder for the costs of settlement or judgment.
■ Kidnap and ransom coverage: Often available for purchase
through crime policies (though policy provisions often
prevent the policyholder from disclosing their existence).17
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Because these policies were not designed for the unique features
of cryptocurrency and digital assets such as NFTs, early com‑
mentators discussed the existence of various potential obstacles
to coverage.18
Frequently discussed is whether the loss involved “covered prop‑
erty.” Many crime policies define this to include “money, security, or
other property” with “money” defined as currency, coins and bank
notes in current use and having a face value, or traveler’s checks.
Insurers maintain that cryptocurrency does not reasonably come
within the definition of “money.” Securities typically are held to
be negotiable or non-negotiable instruments or contacts, a class of
assets that cryptocurrency likewise may not satisfy. And insurers
often maintain, on the basis of older cases, that tangible property
does not include data (though, given current knowledge concerning
computer data, it is difficult to envision any court reaching a similar
outcome).19 As a counterpoint, the IRS treats cryptocurrency as
property and taxable.20,21 Insurers also may assert other issues such
as whether there was a physical loss, coverage for contract exposures
or regulatory seizure as a cause of loss, and proof of ownership.
And while not an exclusion, fluctuation of cryptocurrency prices
may result in substantial issues regarding valuation.
This is not to say that these defenses are viable or should be
successful, but rather that they are reflective of types of arguments
insurers may make in an attempt to avoid coverage under tradi‑
tional policies.
On the other hand, insurers should readily acknowledge that
some of these traditional insurance policies, such as errors and
omissions or third party, cover litigation and liability costs for
defending certain claims, such as copyright infringement, trade‑
mark infringement, and false advertising.

History of Insurance Coverage Specifically
Designed for Cryptocurrency
In the eighteenth century, underwriting desks at what came
to be known as Lloyd’s of London were developed to share or
transfer risks associated with shipping.22 Availability of risk shar‑
ing, or insurance, provided protection for maritime investors and
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facilitated increased levels of investment and thus increased levels
of maritime activity. Risk transfer has become an essential part of
the development of a marketplace for many products.
In the early years of cryptocurrency, there were no insurance
products specifically designed to cover cryptocurrency-related
losses. Much like the presence of insurance fosters development
of a marketplace, the absence of insurance hinders it.
This started to change in June 2014, when Great American
Insurance Company began insuring bitcoin losses, issuing bitcoinspecific endorsements covering criminal acts of employees.23 The
underwriting process required, among other things, satisfactory
responses to questions concerning audits of internal control
processes.24
While early crime policy forms were silent concerning virtual
currency, this changed in 2015 when the Insurance Services Office
(an entity charged with drafting policy language for the insurance
industry) developed a Commercial Crime Policy form that broadly
excluded any form of “virtual currency.” Contemporaneously, it
created a “Virtual Currency as Money” endorsement that revised
the definition of money to include virtual currency but required
the policyholder to provide a schedule listing the cryptocurrency
to be covered and subject to sublimit.25
Also in 2015, The Bitcoin Financial Group LLC created The
Bitcoin Insurance Agency, which it touted as the first insurance
and financial services company specifically created to handle the
insurance needs, from the routine to the unique, of companies in
the bitcoin industry.26 It offered a “Bitcoin Theft Insurance” policy
covering any act, error, or omission of the insured that resulted in
theft of insured bitcoins or their related private keys. This coverage
extended to hot and cold storage.
The following year, Elliptic Enterprise Ltd. created Elliptic
Vault, which stores bitcoin in cold storage. Keys needed to access
the bitcoin are encrypted and stored offline where they were pro‑
tected with layers of cryptographic and physical security, and only
accessible to a quorum of Elliptic’s directors. It was insured for loss
or theft of bitcoin holdings by Lloyds companies.27
Products were not limited to the US and UK markets. Later in
2016, Mitsui Sumitomo codeveloped an insurance product, bitFlyer,
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with the Japanese Bitcoin exchange.28 It covered damages and losses
caused by hacking incidents, unauthorized access, other cyber
attacks, human error, and impropriety by employees. The product
was available for the domestic Japanese bitcoin market and also
covered costs incurred while dealing with international lawsuits.
Coverage was not limited to the traditional vehicle of insurance
policies. There has even been a kind of crowdfunding “insurance”
issued through Nexus Mutual Decentralized.29
It bears note that it is commonplace in the insurance industry
for new insurance companies to be created when product prices
peak; reliance on these sorts of new companies, however, may
present its own risks.
Since then, the marketplace has continued to expand both in
terms of available insurance companies and products as discussed
in the next section.

How Companies and Consumers With
Cryptocurrency Risk Approach Insurance
The prior discussion focused on the evolution of the insurance
marketplace for digital assets. This section focuses on the market‑
place as it now exists, providing examples of products being bought
by companies and consumers facing cryptocurrency risks.
Cryptocurrency theft is no abstract concept. As Bloomberg
reported in January of 2022, “Crypto.com said customer accounts
that held about $34 million in cryptocurrencies and cash were hit
by unauthorized withdrawals. Hackers seized more than $80 million
of digital assets from a blockchain extension by Qubit Finance last
week.”30 And unlike bank accounts that are insured by the FDIC
for amounts up to $250,000 per account, this insurance currently
is limited to monies (viz., legal tender) in checking, savings, and
money market accounts at banks and does not extend to crypto‑
currency holdings.31
As in any marketplace, some companies are fully self-insured
(or bare), some are partially self-insured, and some have consider‑
able amounts of insurance although the nature, scope, and amount
vary widely.
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Some of the major exchanges and custody providers reportedly
have policies with $100+ million limits.
For example, Coinbase reportedly has a $255 million crime
policy available for losses sustained due to platform wide breaches,32
warning investors in boldface type that its crime policy “does not
cover any losses resulting from unauthorized access to your per‑
sonal Coinbase account due to a breach or loss of your credentials.”33
Bitstamp insures assets held in the BitGo and Copper wallets
it uses (95% of its stored digital assets are in cold storage).34 This
is supplemented by a $300 million crime policy issued through
London and other companies which “applies to digital assets held
at Bitstamp either offline or online and covers an array of crimerelated cases. These include employee theft, loss while the assets
are stored at any premises, loss in transit, loss caused by computer
fraud or funds transfer fraud, as well as loss related to legal fees
and expenses.”35
Meanwhile, Blockfi has theft insurance through its custodial
wallet Gemini.36
In addition to insurance policies providing crime coverage, the
larger exchanges also may seek to transfer or mitigate their risk
through other options. Some, like Gatehub, make insurance avail‑
able through wallets, with customers having the ability to insure
all or some of the contents.37 Others reportedly divert 10% of all
trading fees into a self-managed fund. For example, earlier this
year, Binance Holdings Ltd. reported that it has been earmarking
monies since 2018 and has accumulated a $1 billion “insurance”
fund for its users.38
The decision to obtain insurance or determine the appropriate
coverage may vary with how coins and wallets are stored. Some
companies cover only “cold storage” because the coins are kept
offline and are at lower risk of hacking. Other companies offer
insurance for “warm” or “hot” storage (recognizing that online
storage creates increasing levels of exposure and threat of potential
hacks).
Historically, most cryptocurrency insurance products were
not targeted to consumers (i.e., individual traders). In early 2022,
however, Breach Insurance Company announced the launch of
a “Crypto Shield” product that reportedly is the first insurance
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product for crypto investors.39 This theft insurance, available in
selected states, covers hacks of over 20 types of cryptocurrencies
for customers using Binance US, Coinbase, CoinList, and Gemini.
Coincover provides security services and limited coverage
for individuals holding assets in nearly 20 wallets and exchanges
including Crypto.com, FTX, and Coinbase.40 Among other things,
it covers theft of digital currency resulting from a security breach
or hack, employee theft, or fraudulent transfer, with an insurance
guarantee from Lloyds for loss of access or stolen funds. Coincover
policies can provide a “dynamic limit” that increases/decreases in
line with price fluctuations of cryptocurrency. “Standard” plans
($159/year) provide up to $10,000 in coverage for lost or hacked
funds from multiple wallets, a higher-priced “Pro” Plan providing
$100,000 in coverage ($749/year) for more wallets with higher
levels of protection is available upon request.
BitGo likewise provides detail on its website.41 It has secured a
$250 million policy through London and other European compa‑
nies covering digital assets “where the private keys are held 100%
by BitGo Trust Company or BitGo, Inc. in the event of: Copying
and theft of private keys, Insider theft or dishonest acts by BitGo
employees or executives, [and] Loss of keys.”42 This insurance is
provided at no cost to BitGo clients who may purchase additional
insurance as needed.
In deciding whether to write a new line of insurance, and set‑
tling on the terms of coverage, insurers look for as much certainty
as possible, considering analogous risks to assist in modeling and
the availability of a robust set of regulations/rules. In the latter
regard, future guidance and clarity from the SEC and the Office
of Comptroller and Currency may be helpful in the underwriting
process.
As is apparent, insurance products have been and continue to
be developed to cover cryptocurrency assets. There are several
reasons to consider purchasing this insurance. It can serve the tra‑
ditional purpose of reducing exposure through risk transfer. Insurer
experience may assist in risk assessment/mitigation (though this
may require audits and background checks). And it may assist the
company in marketing the availability of insurance increasing the
customer’s comfort level.
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Cost of Insuring Cryptocurrency
It is a truism in insurance underwriting that the threat or risk
level materially and directly influences the cost; as one increases,
so too does the other.
Applying this concept here, premiums associated with crypto‑
currency coverage are higher than for non-cryptocurrency-related
coverages. For example, an early article reported that $10 million
in cryptocurrency theft coverage could cost 2% of limits as con‑
trasted to 1% or less for traditional claims.43 More recently, FIT
Small Business reported in December 2019 that while a standard
crime insurance policy costs less than 0.5% of assets covered, cold
storage premiums may be in the range of 0.8%–1.2% and hot stor‑
age premiums in the range of 3–5%.

Role of Brokers in Obtaining Cryptocurrency
Insurance
Several of the largest brokers have developed a considerable
bench. For example, Marsh has a Digital Asset Risk Team (DART)44;
Lockton has its Lockton Emerging Asset Protection Team (LEAP)45;
and Aon and others have their own teams.46
There are multiple advantages to procuring cryptocurrency
insurance through brokers that have deep experience in this par‑
ticular area of insurance. These may include:
■ Access to markets—especially overseas ones like London.
■ Assistance in the design of cryptocurrency insurance
programs. For example, there are public reports of Marsh
working with Arch in covering $150 million in digital
assets secured by the Ledger Vault Security Firm,47 as
well as its work with Munich Re for Curv.48
■ Assistance sorting through the array of insurance com‑
panies offering products. Much like businesses have
their own risk profile, so do insurers, and insurance is
only as good as the insurer; brokers can provide valu‑
able assistance in sorting through the array of potential
insurers and helping policyholders to select those with
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appropriate experience, balance sheets, ratings, and other
factors to maximize the fit.

Insurance for NFTs
As discussed above, the insurance industry has developed
an array of policies specifically tailored to cover cryptocurrency
claims, and some of these policies may also cover certain NFT
claims. Separate and apart from these tailored policies, policy‑
holders with NFT claims also may look to traditional forms of
insurance.
NFTs are collectible and one of a kind, yet digital. The most
common NFT is a type of visual art image like a digital painting,
a photograph, or generative designs (created by artificial intel‑
ligence). However, this high-level definition doesn’t do justice to
just how pervasive these have become. In addition to traditional
artwork, there are:
■ Sports, movie, or other collectible NFTs are tokenized
collectibles. Sports collectibles include trading cards,
jerseys, and photos containing digitized images/videos of
players. As an example, LeBron James NFTs have sold for
$230,000.49 Movie collectibles include digitized versions
of scripts and movie posters, such as when DC recently
released a Batman collection of NFTs with images draw‑
ing on the 83-year history of Batman comics.50
■ Music NFTs are tokenized albums, songs, and/or music
videos. Music NFTs may provide simple streaming access
(and a higher royalty opportunity for the artist than
typical streaming) or even concert access. Artist 3LAU,
auctioned 33 NFT collectible versions of his album
Ultraviolet, for a total of $11.7 million.51
■ Gamified NFTs are assets that can be collected to use
within a game experience or to gain access to a particular
video game. For example, ZED RUN is a digital horse
racing game with NFTs available in a variety of unique
breeds and themed skins.52
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There are even digitized images of tweets, such as the highly
publicized first tweet from Twitter President Jack Dorsey.53
Before the most recent market crash, the media feverishly
reported on the rise of the NFT economy over the past two years. In
particular, they have focused on high-value art auction sales (even
though most sales occur through peer-to-peer marketplaces like
OpenSea). For example, artist Mike Winkelman’s (aka “Beeple”)
compilation of 5,000 images into a singular NFT was sold for
$69.3 million at a Christie’s auction in March 2021. The entrance
of Christie’s, Sotheby’s, and other auction powerhouses has, for
some, legitimized NFT transactions as equivalent to other art sales.
Like non-digitized art, NFTs are subject to theft. Hackers are
targeting the logins of digital wallets or marketplace user accounts
to move NFTs and sell them as their own. Some of these hacks have
caused NFT investors to lose millions in assets. For example, one
account reports that thieves stole $2.2 million worth of NFTs from
an individual’s wallet. In another reported hack, $1.7 million in
NFTs was stolen from various OpenSea users. In some instances,
the marketplace, such as OpenSea, reacts by delisting the second
sale (by the hacker) but typically does not reverse sales or retrieve
the stolen assets for the original owner.
The most pervasive issue among NFTs is the prevalence of unau‑
thorized copyright-protected works. For example, artist Aja Trier’s
viral “Vincent Van Gogh-style paintings” were turned into 86,000
different NFTs by an unauthorized third party.54 Importantly, art‑
ists report that filing takedown requests to remove infringements
on NFT marketplaces has been, for the most part, inefficient. As a
result, most artists will be required to turn to litigation to enforce
their rights.
Unlike traditional high-value art, where the provenance can
typically be authenticated back to the original artist, an NFT creator
often has anonymity, which complicates confirming that the NFT
is the product of an original creation or an unauthorized replica of
someone else’s work. Thus, the ledger-based code that authenticates
sale transactions in a transparent way may not assist in ensuring
authenticity of the art itself. This poses a risk that the NFT may
be essentially worthless after a purchase (as it cannot be resold if
it is a counterfeit).55
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In a traditional context of non-digitized art, these assets would
be covered by various types of insurance (art, for example, would be
scheduled and covered by specie insurance under a crime policy).
Infringement-related claims asserted against an NFT creator and/or
the NFT marketplace may be covered by traditional coverages such
as errors and omission or third-party insurance as well as others.
However, the insurance industry has been slow to develop and
issue policies specifically tailored to encompass digitized products.
In fact, as of the date this article is published, only one insurance
product has generally been made available, through CoinCover.56
While YAS Digital Limited announced a micro insurance product
specifically covering NFTs in the fine arts field in April 2021, and
followed this during the next month with announcements that it
would issue coverage for additional NFTs, its website is silent on
the subject, there has been no subsequent media attention concern‑
ing its participation in NFT coverage, and further monitoring is
warranted.57
There are several reasons why the insurance market has been
so tepid to enter the NFT space. First, as mentioned above, nondigitized artwork can be readily authenticated and blockchain
ledgers by design can be established. While there may be ways to
authenticate the NFT, insurers have yet to be satisfied with these
solutions because there may be challenges to authenticating the
NFT creator’s ownership of the underlying rights to the name or
image of the NFT.
Second, there may be considerable uncertainty when valuing
digital property, especially where there are few if any comparable
sales. This is perhaps best illustrated by the Jack Dorsey tweet ref‑
erenced above that initially sold for $2.9 million in 2021 and, in
an auction one year later on April 22, 2022, sold for only $6,800.58
Given the expanding value of the NFT marketplace, the insur‑
ance industry doubtless is considering ways to provide a tailored
insurance product. Until they do, NFT holders are left with argu‑
ments that their NFTs are covered under existing crime, specie,
professional liability, errors and omissions, third party, directors
and officers, and other coverages and would be well advised to
provide their insurer with a schedule at least as detailed as that
which is provided for non-digitized artwork.
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Conclusion
Companies and individuals that have sustained (and are sus‑
taining) losses associated with cryptocurrency and NFTs may have
access to insurance, whether under tailored policies and/or under
digital asset–specific policies. They would be well advised to assess
all available products and discuss with their brokers and lawyers
specializing in the field.
On a forward going basis, those with exposure to the digital
asset sector should be attuned to the emerging marketplace for
insurance products. While the field of insurance specific to NFTs
is in the nascent stage, the increasing prevalence of cryptocurrency
has created a substantial marketplace for crypto-specific insurance.
As insurers become increasingly able to model and assess risk, they
are making more insurance products available. The coverages are
far from unique, and it is important for digital asset holders to
understand the types of products available and determine which
ones fit its particular needs. Doing so will better enable the digital
asset holder to respond to the insurer if and when a claim arises.
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